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Overview
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The English education system is characterise by fragmented institutions. They are easily divided, 

selectively engaged and frequently provide a contradictory commentary on policy. At the heart of 

the policy making process, the DfE could make a more effective contribution to policy making, 

(notwithstanding the many factors working against it). Compared to other government 

departments, arm’s length bodies are few, national institutions almost non-existent and 

professional, sector and representative bodies are highly fragmented. This is in stark contrast to 

successful education countries elsewhere. In England, the lack of strong, long-standing institutions 

has been driven by government policy: directly, through the abolition of most quangos and 

indirectly, because of England’s orientation to markets and competition. There are over 300 

organisations vying for government and education policy attention. 
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Decision making is centralised with high turnover in the centre
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In the last 40 years:

• 20 Secretary of States 

for Education

• More than 100 

Education Ministers

Policy making has a 
tendency to be:

• Ad-hoc in its approach
• Short term in outlook 
• Driven more by ideology 

and conventional 
wisdom (as opposed to 
evidence based) 
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Over 300 organisations wish to influence government education policy
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Think Tanks and policy developers
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Policy DevelopmentPolicy developers and pressure groups
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Pressure groupPressure groups and alliances
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RepresentationRepresentative bodies
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Professional Development
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Research & evaluationResearch and evaluation: general
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Research & evaluationEvidence mediation

For practitioners…..

For the press…..

For policy makers…..
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LocalLocal: small example
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Academy chainAcademy Chains: some lead players
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Accreditation and assessmentAccreditation & Assessment
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Service providerEducation Service Providers
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Fundraising/FundingFundraising/Funding
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Thoughts….
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Long-term planning requires the representation of many non-governmental groups in an 
environment that supports objectivity and cooperation. However, there is no such forum and non-
governmental institutions are often weak and generally fragmented. Greater cooperation 
between organisations could lead to an agreed ‘education policy architecture’ and this could help 
in the formulation and prioritising of new policy. Potentially, a body that represents the views of 
major institutions could become a mechanism that ‘stands between the government and 
educational institutions, acting as both a buffer and conduit’. This could be formally or informally 
constituted. The question remains as to who should take responsibility for this coordination.

Forums for evidence review amongst experts and stakeholders are also lacking. ‘Policy Boards’ 
that look at particular challenges are one mechanism to facilitate this process. The contribution of 
national institutions should also be reviewed. Comparing institutions at this level to other nations, 
England has a material deficit. As a consequence, important expertise is not easily included in 
decision making.
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